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SAE Convergence Registration Now Open

Online registration for SAE 2016 Convergence is now open. Convergence brings together
leaders from across the globe to address the impact of technology insertion and the issues
critical to mobility electronics implementation.

Novi, MI (PRWEB) July 28, 2016 -- Online registration for SAE 2016 Convergence is now open. Convergence
brings together leaders from across the globe to address the impact of technology insertion and the issues
critical to mobility electronics implementation. The show will commence in Novi, Michigan from September
19-21, 2016 and is estimated to bring together 80+ exhibitors and showcase the practical application and
implementation of future technologies, and technology in development in automotive electronics, personal
mobility, and electronics integration.

“Convergence stands apart in its consistent ability to expose participants to leading-edge technology and
software ideas that influence our business," explains Convergence General Chair James Buczkowski, Henry
Ford Technical Fellow and Director, Electrical and Electronics Systems, Ford Motor Company. "Through
supplier participation and a direct interface with industry leaders and decision-makers of the technologies that
now or soon will be integrated into our vehicles, Convergence encourages attendees to extend their professional
network, learn from others and consider new innovations."

Early registration holds many benefits for attendees, including advance notice and discounted rates to events
and technical sessions that will quickly meet maximum capacity. The event provides an open technical forum
for personal mobility professionals, especially leaders working in electronics, technology insertion, systems
integration, software development, and aftermarket systems to gather valuable technical knowledge, insight,
and information on emerging and applied technologies for the automotive industry. SAE 2016 Convergence
arranged discounted hotel packages through partnering with the host hotel, Hyatt Place.

SAE 2016 Convergence will be held at the Suburban Collection Showplace with leaders that are inspiring the
development of innovative products and solutions that exceed customer needs. Attendees can register for the
show, and reserve hotel accommodations, through the SAE 2016 Convergence site.

SAE International is a global association committed to being the ultimate knowledge source for the engineering
profession. By uniting more than 127,000 engineers and technical experts, we drive knowledge and expertise
across a broad spectrum of industries. We act on two priorities: encouraging a lifetime of learning for mobility
engineering professionals and setting the standards for industry engineering. We strive for a better world
through the work of our philanthropic SAE Foundation, including programs like A World in Motion® and the
Collegiate Design Series™.

— www.sae.org —
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Contact Information
Shawn Andreassi
SAE International
http://www.sae.org
+1 (724) 772-8522

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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